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In Brief

The South is building: SUN Studio Krasnodar lit up YugBuild 2103 
exhibition.

 The art center SUN Studio Krasnodar 
successfully participated in the international YugBuild 
2013 exhibition of architecture and construction 
which took place in Krasnodar from February 27 to 
March 2. A clear distinction of company’s booth was 
the light. Our colleagues have provided all of the 
key products from the Plexiglas ceiling to large 3-d 
print of stained glass imitation with the backlight. 
According to Zaira Tliap, the art center director, this 
dodge provided massive visitors interest to the small 
SUN Studio booth.
	 Zaire	 sums	 it	 up:	 «Еhe	 participation	 in	 this	
exhibition was very satisfying. I would like to advise 
colleagues not to miss an opportunity to show their 
work. Believe me, 80% of the visitors and participants 
of architectural exhibitions are OUR POTENTIAL 
CUSTOMERS!! «.

IQDEMY published a new catalog for the SUN Studio art centers network

 IQDEMY Company has released a new image 
gallery for SUN Studio art centers and their clients. 
A	unique	collection	of	files	designed	to	print	photo	
wallpapers. The most important competitive 
advantage of the new directory is that it is very 
trendy for contemporary interior design, whether 
it’s luxury minimalism of the West or vivid colors of 
East. Another advantage of the new catalog is the 
presence	of	 vector	files	 that	are	 suitable	 for	 large	
rooms design. Moreover, more than half of these 
images can be made in any color – just what the 
customer wishes! Also includes a directory of interior 
photos on each page - to help the customer to select 
the desired image.

To order photo wallpapers catalog please contact 
your coordinator. The catalog costs € 3.
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Printing on the wallpaper: how to make perfect 
joints

Especially for the release of a new SUN Studio catalog – Andrei Amelin 
reveals the secret of creating invisible joints for wallpaper with prints.

 There are several ways 
to ensure a seamless picture 
on the wallpapers, and most of 
them are associated primarily 
with the sleight of hand of the 
person who will be wallpapering. 
But there is also the possibility 
to guarantee the invisible joint 
at the stage of printing. Andrei 
Amelin commercial director of 
SUN Studio Khabarovsk shares his 
secrets:

«When you print on wallpaper, we 
always leave a small allowance 
on each side - if a little sheet 
of wallpaper moves, there is no 
danger of losing part of the image. 
It is also important to think in 
advance about the joints. Make 
them virtually invisible is not so 
difficult.	 We	 use	 the	 following	
method. On each side of a sheet 
of wallpaper reserve unsealed 
by 50 mm. Already sealed put 
wallpaper with overlap of 50 mm 
on each other, and then make a 
sharp	office	knife	wavy	cut.	Thus,	
we reach the desired result - 
wallpaper glue easier, drawing 
exactly coincide, and the joints 
are almost invisible.«

 This technique is clearly demonstrated in an episode of «Housing Problem». We 
offer you a video where you can see how one of these joints are papering the room 
at the time - with the only difference being that the width of the joints exceeding 
50 mm: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X9ZW-1JJs5Y. The desired video excerpt - 
with 1:38 on the 1:47.



Projects

Printing on glass
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The mirror of water
Glossy glass panels by SUN Studio Irkutsk best create an image of a gently shimmering water

Silent guard
Monumental blue stones on a large panel manufactured 
by SUN Studio Abakan send the viewer to the forgotten 
tales where the rocks keep their secrets

Seasons favorites
The combination of yellow and white is the height of 
the fashion. Printing in white on a yellow frosted glass 
by SUN Studio Kaliningrad



On a scarlet background
SUN Studio Dubai big project: printing with the white on the back side for a restaurant design in Saudi Arabia

A new sprout
Delicate bamboo leaves quivering over the smoothness  of water. Fresh design by SUN Studio Dubai

Projects

Printing on glass
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Projects

Printing on glass
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Red sunset
Bright sunset echoes in brightly colored facades. Printing on the 
kitchen splashback from the SUN Studio Kemerovo experts

Little Italy
Stylish wardrobes decor by SUN Studio 
Komsomolsk-on-Amur complements modern 
interiors and introduces a new brilliant note 
in a rich cold colors palette of the room

Holography
Stylish wardrobes decor by SUN Studio Komsomolsk-on-Amur complements modern interiors and introduces a new 
brilliant note in a rich cold colors palette of the room 



The freshness space
Pure design of the work area furniture fronts by SUN Studio 
Komsomolsk-on-Amur set up to the desired mood and lead thoughts 
in order 

Projects

Printing on glass
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Resting eyes
Natural scenery views are popular motive for house 
furniture decoration that carries you away from the 
city. Work by SUN Studio Komsomolsk-on-Amur

Heralds of Spring
Image of snowdrops printed by the 
SUN Studio Komsomolsk-on-Amur is in 
harmony with the blue-fronted kitchen 
emphasizing its purity

With maximum precision
Gracefully illuminated prints on the glass by SUN 
Studio	Moscow	(Pechatnoe	Reshenie)	precisely	fit	into	
the stylish interior of the watches boutique



Projects

Printing on glass
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Flower bed
Bright poppies on thin stems look as if grown right on the kitchen splashback! Summer design for a private customer 
performed by SUN Studio Moscow (Print-Design)

The constructor
Due to the unusual image kitchen splashback looks consisting of separate blocks. Private order made by experts of 
SUN Studio Moscow (Print-Design)



Printing on glass

Projects
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Closet city
Popular vintage picture with the European city view is used 
to decor wardrobe sliding door for a private customer by SUN 
Studio Novosibirsk of Alena Postnikova

Fine lines
Backlit glass panels by SUN Studio Novosibirsk of Evgeny Davydov elegantly decorate the ceiling

Openwork glass
Print on glass by SUN Studio Novosibirsk of 
Evgeny Davydov to decorate the niche under 
the TV



Projects
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Printing on glass

Luxury in the details
Luxury kitchen splashback for a furniture company made by SUN Studio Rudny

The noise of the tropics
Print on wardrobe doors by SUN Studio Rudny is so realistic 
that it seems you can hear the living noise of the tropics

Dairy tenderness
Soft milky background emphasizes soft apple 
bloom. Wardrobe sliding door decorated by SUN 
Studio Rudny for a furniture company



Projects
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Printing on glass

Gzhel
Traditional Russian tracery set on a glass countertop by SUN Studio Sochi. Folk craft was never so fast before!

Created appearance
Translucent plants printed on the glass unit create the impression 
that there is greenhouse behind the window. Design trick made 
by SUN Studio Sochi experts

The royal bird
Relief print on glass is a simple way to 
create stained glass that is a truly royal. 
Work made by SUN Studio Rostov-on-Don
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Printing on glass

Eco-design
Green printing of green theme: SUN Studio technology is developing up to date. Work made by SUN Studio Sochi

Golden tracery
Golden tracery printed by SUN Studio Sochi on the glass screen 
with backlight for the restaurant reception design

A thousand and one stroke
Complex web of thousands of lines decorates 
the sliding doors. SUN Studio Sochi printed 
it on the frosted glass



Projects
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Flamboyant
Glamorous restroom panels printed by SUN Studio Sochi for a nightclub

Images of the Past
Elegant panel in a retro style which size allow 
you to use it as wall panels. Elegant image of the 
past found by SUN Studio Sochi

Open to people
Panels with photographs printed on glass by SUN Studio Sochi 
shows to a country club guests how good a rest can be

Printing on glass
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Landmark on the high seas
Kitchen splashback by SUN Studio Sochi for the home owner is a haven of peace overlooking the sea of possibilities 
ahead

Printing on glass

The principle of harmony
Simple kitchen splashback and classic light wood furnishings making a small kitchen harmony. Order made by SUN 
Studio Sochi



Projects
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The spirit of minimalism
Kitchen splashback decorated with a print is a solution that will suit everyone even the minimalist. The furniture 
company order is made by SUN Studio Sochi

Printing on glass

Landscape sketch
Monochrome kitchen facades and landscape of the coastal city on the splashback create a simple ensemble that will 
suit virtually any modern interior. Made by SUN Studio Sochi



Projects
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Printing on glass

Fruit mix
Juicy fruits are a pledge of the morning cheerfulness! SUN Studio Sochi would help you to create an alternative source 
of energy

Balance
White top, black bottom. Kitchen splashback with 
the picture is inevitable in this interior to create a 
necessary balance in a contrasting difference. Work 
SUN Studio Sochi

In the thicket of bamboo
Printed splashback is one of the ways to combine 
visually facades with different textures. Just pick the 
image that is well suited to the upper and the lower 
façade! The work made by SUN Studio Sochi
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Grand Orange
Stylish kitchen by SUN Studio Sochi with bright accents of printed splashback and orange facade. Golden wavy grips 
support the theme of leisure

Printing on glass

Divide and unite
Different in size and color these glass splashbacks are perfectly combined with each other due to the overall theme 
of the safari. A successful fusion by SUN Studio Sochi



Projects
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Passionate nature
Red and black colors in the interior are for those who are not accustomed to compromise. Kitchen solashback 
decorated by SUN Studio Sochi

Printing on glass

Pure vitamin
Light green splashback printed with vegetable is a solution for the young and active by SUN Studio Sochi
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Super realistic
Turbulent water streams look like erupting from the surface of the 
image. Incredibly realistic design by SUN Studio Sochi

Printing on glass

Fairy bridge
Large	and	long	cupboard	gives	a	plenty	field	for	a	creativity	for	SUN	Studio	Sochi!	The	result	is	a	mysterious	bridge	
surrounded by autumn trees

Tea-rose
Pastel	floral	print	on	wardrobe	by	SUN	Studio	
Sochi gives pleasant emotions to its owner
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Mist
SUN Studio Sochi experts created a new metaphor to 
emphasize the delicacy and tenderness of rose petals 
for a tasteful decor of sliding door wardrobe

Printing on glass

Bright spots
Vivid wardrobe decor made by SUN Studio Sochi for the 
nursery of a teenage girl

Upstairs
Vintage style print on built-in closet by SUN Studio 
Sochi

It’s London, baby
English style in Russian apartment? Elementary, my 
dear Watson! The idea embodied by SUN Studio Sochi
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The color of ripe rye
Warm colors of facades and autumn landscape printed by SUN Studio Sochi on the splashback make the kitchen very 
cozy

Printing on glass

No one is sleeping
Millions of city night lights shine on the wardrobe glass 
doors. Work made by SUN Studio Sochi

Madonna and Child
Print on the glass doors of built-in closet without 
white	ink	but	with	the	white	film	laid	on	the	back	
of doors. The unique work made by SUN Studio 
Stavropol



Projects
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Two in One
A functional decor by SUN Studio Stavropol – the glass panels with a clock

Printing on glass

Venice quay
Glass wardrobe doors decor made by SUN Studio Stavropol allows you to feel the evening romance of the European 
landscape
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Nautical theme
Prints with seashells, seahorses and anchors are always in trends of interior design each spring and summer. Nautical 
theme printed on table as the interpretation by SUN Studio Stavropol

Printing on glass

Watercolor poppies
Stylized poppies by SUN Studio Stavropol give the interior ease despite the intense colors of kitchen fronts and the 
splashback



Projects
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Printing on glass

The most important
Commissioned by the design studio employees SUN Studio in Khabarovsk, produced a series of panels for house 
decoration.	A	selection	of	photos	for	printing	reflects	the	most	important	moments	of	the	client’s	family

Mint
SUN Studio Khabarovsk made unusual printing on glass that 
simulates a carved wooden frame that surrounds unique coins 
collection of the numismatist

The horse in the city
SUN Studio Khabarovsk use every inch of space 
to showcase SUN Studio services. Printing on 
glass and roller blinds



Projects
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Printing on glass

Purple glitter
Large glass panels with a bright print made by SUN Studio Khabarovsk

Banking
SUN Studio Khabarovsk printed a series of panels and signs on the glass for the largest bank in Russia. Order obtained  
with a help of a dealer



Projects
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Printing on glass

Green petals
SUN	Studio	Khabarovsk	do	prepress	of	files	by	customers	request	as	a	feature.	That’s	how	the	yellow	flowers	from	the	
SUN Studio splashback images catalog get gentle green hue

Icon of style
The elegance and fragility of the famous actress will 
a standard of beauty for long. SUN Studio Khabarovsk 
printed it for women’s clothing boutique

Breath of wind
Thanks to realistic print by SUN Studio Khabarovsk 
panels seems to be a window overlooking the 
coastline



Projects

Printing on glass

The power of Company
Office	decor	is	always	a	way	to	make	the	right	impression.	SUN	Studio	Chita	printed	corporate	logo	on	the	glass

Racing the wind
SUN Studio Khabarovsk printed on glass inserts for the wardrobe

Trinity
SUN Studio Khabarovsk 
decorated 3-fold sliding 
wardrobe by printing on each 
door
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Projects

Printing on glass

Mountain Lake
Mountain lake landscape printed on the kitchen apron by SUN Studio Yaroslavl is in harmony with the facades color

European charm
SUN Studio Chita printed series of panels of different sizes in 
vintage style
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Riverside view
SUN Studio Yaroslavl printed on glass restroom 
doors of cafe to solve two problems at once 
– to make the glass opaque and to decorate 
the interior



Projects

Print on mirror

Panorama of London
If you print on all panels of the wardrobes standing next to 
each other then you can have a panorama! London is in the 
mirror printed by SUN Studio Stavropol

Forest trails
SUN Studio Rostov-on-Don printed on wardrobe 
mirror inserts without the alpha channel
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Animate
Print on the mirror by SUN Studio Sochi seems like causing 
metamorphosis in the surrounding space – zebras seem 
literally just stepped off a printer table...

Unusual black
Everyone have heard about the Black Dahlia, but 
what about a black mirror?... The unusual decor 
printed by SUN Studio Khabarovsk



Projects

Print on MDF, chipboard and wood

The architectural ensemble
SUN Studio Moscow (Pechatnoe Reshenie) printed on MDF 
for school of foreign languages interior design

Running waves
SUN Studio Kaliningrad printed on cork sheet for 
store decor
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Purring Cat
SUN Studio Krasnoyarsk printed a popular SUN Studio catalog 
image on laminate wardrobe doors

Velvet rose
UV-printing precisely conveys rose petals saturation 
and varnish provides a glossy shine. Chipboard facades 
decorated by SUN Studio Rudny



Projects

Print on MDF, chipboard and wood

Lilac flash
This kitchen is just a splash of color! SUN Studio Rudny printed on the chipboard facades and then coated them with 
varnish

Wardrobe paintings
Printing on the MDF facades with varnish by SUN Studio Rudny makes them look like paintings
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Projects

Print on MDF, chipboard and wood

Alphabetical Order
Interesting	idea	to	print	alphabet	on	the	chipboard	lockers	of	the	children’s	ward	at	the	fitness-club.	Learn	playing!	
Work made by SUN Studio Sochi

The geometry of colors
Easy elegant print made by SUN Studio Sochi on 
chipboard kitchen facades and coated with varnish
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Lady Dance
The elegance of form, graceful lines... Print can be 
more beautiful than you thought! Work made by SUN 
Studio Sochi



Projects

Print on MDF, chipboard and wood

Silver tracery
SUN Studio Sochi decorated chipboard kitchen fronts and then coated them with varnish

Ancient painting
Chipboard panels decor is in harmony with the other classic elements of the interior and allows SUN Studio Sochi to 
create spectacular, but inexpensive design
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Projects

Print on plastic

Message in a bottle
Printing by SUN Studio Sochi on the notebook cover evokes pleasant thoughts about the holiday by the sea

Crocodile Leather
International standard is reached! SUN Studio Moscow (Pechatnoe Reshenie) printed on a thin silver plastic to decorate 
jewelry boutique showcase in Paris
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Projects

Print on plastic

Strict style
London landscape on the notebook cover is for moderate and severe natures. Work made by SUN Studio Sochi

Skin tightened
Printing on the phone made by SUN Studio Sochi effectively imitates a snake’s skin
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Projects

Print on plastic

Colorful fantasy
This fabulous world created by SUN Studio Sochi emphasizes the unusual nature of the notebook owner

Khokhloma
Russian traditional pattern printed by SUN Studio Sochi on the phone creates a noticeable design
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Projects

Print on plastic

In situ
Printing on parking cards by SUN Studio Ulan Bator (Suncore)
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Rememberance
A business card you will remember for a long time! Plastic card printed by SUN Studio Ulan Bator (Suncore)



Projects

Print on plastic
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Juicy red
Spectacular 3D-printing on the laptop cover performed by SUN Studio Ulan Bator (Suncore)

Identification
E-permit system already adopted by many universities around the world. But not all them are made by means of UV-
printing. Cards printed by SUN Studio Ulan Bator (Suncore) for the University of Mongolia



Projects

Print on plexiglass and acrylic

Upstairs
Printing on the dairy white acrylic for stairs decor in a country house prformed by SUN Studio Sochi

Shine of Copper
Print on the dairy white acrylic for decoration 
of radius-sliding wardrobe made by SUN 
Studio Kemerovo
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Elfes girlfriends
SUN Studio Abakan printed two elegant translucent fairies on 
acrylic partitions for beauty salon as a symbol of feminine charm 
magic



Projects

Print of wallpapers and murals

Angel Kiss
This mural is printed on sandstone by SUN Studio Krasnodar. Stone allows to get the right texture without the aging 
effect

Noble gray
SUN Studio Abakan printed on aluminum signs for the gas station
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Print on metal and coposite



Projects

Print on metal and coposite

New century futurism
SUN Studio Rudny printed on Alucobond door 
of radius-sliding door wardrobe and then 
coated with varnish

The sacred lotus
SUN	Studio	Abakan	printed	on	aluminum	signs	and	facades	of	the	flower	shop
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Ocher heat
Gentle ocher shade of oriental ornament printed by SUN Studio 
Sochi creates an elegant decor for the radiator



Projects

Print on metal and coposite

Conversation with God
The unique work made by SUN Studio Ulan Bator (Suncore) – printing on copper plates for Buddhist temple

On the nature’s wavelength
Bright naturalistic imagery printed on radiators by SUN Studio Khabarovsk creates a special comfort in the house
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Projects

Print	on	floors	

Sea surf
SUN	Studio	Irkutsk	printed	popular	drawn	nautical	theme	to	create	brilliant	self-leveling	floor

Over the petals of roses
Romantic	design	by	SUN	Studio	Irkutsk:	self-leveling	floor	strewn	with	roses
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Projects

Print on ceilings

Sky dome
SUN Studio Sochi printed on a stretch ceiling for private apartment decoration

Beyond Imagination
Incredible fantastic ceiling created by SUN Studio Abakan on plexiglas for the hotel bar
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Projects

Print on ceilings

Dive Odyssey
Can we go now on a dive trip? We can if we have a ceiling printed by SUN Studio Khabarovsk

Heaven and earth
Radiant image printed by SUN Studio Khabarovsk on a 
stretch ceiling would be a source of good mood for the 
whole family
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Good troll
Cute characters from «Shrek» printed on stretch 
ceiling by SUN Studio Khabarovsk is about to decorate 
the nursery of a happy baby



Projects

Print on ceilings

Launch the cat!
Every cat owner knows that cats do not like enclosed spaces. The curiosity will not stop the cat even at the stretch 
ceiling printed by SUN Studio Khabarovsk

Hilarious tea party
Beloved party from the famous Russian cartoon is 
printed by SUN Studio Khabarovsk on a stretch ceiling 
for a private customer
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Madagascar inhabitants
The children’s room, where funny animals live printed 
by SUN Studio Khabarovsk, children would always laugh



Projects

Print on ceilings

Aloha!
Hawaiian greetings from SUN Studio Khabarovsk printed on stretch ceilings

Pure gold
Bold but stylish colors printed on a stretch ceiling by 
SUN Studio Khabarovsk put the necessary emphasis to 
the interior
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On the wings of love
Romantic pink background and a pair of wings... This 
ceiling is printed by SUN Studio Khabarovsk for those 
who is in love and is beloved



Projects

Print on ceilings

Tiger lily
Delicate	floral	ensemble	printed	by	SUN	Studio	Khabarovsk	is	decorating	corner	of	the	stretch	ceiling

Game of contrasts
The bright print on a stretch ceiling made by SUN Studio Khabarovsk is a real symphony of colors!
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Projects

Printing on ceramic tiles

Mystic forest
Panels made of 240 x 60 cm ceramic tiles by SUN Studio Ulan Bator (Suncore) transforms the bathroom to a fairy tale 
forest

Collective swimming
Bright azure printed by SUN Studio Stavropol adorns 
the ceramic tile and creates a colorful panel for the 
bathroom
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Caramel
Exquisite panels printed by SUN Studio Stavropol on 
ceramic tiles with a vintage image of warm colors



Projects

Printing on blinds and curtains

Heading North
Another romantic print on blinds made by SUN Studio 
Sochi

Travel Club
For those whose heart goes on the road is printing 
on shutters made by SUN Studio Sochi
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Ink splashes
Stylized	 ink	 fishes	 are	 funny	 and	 unusual	 decor	 for	
shutters printed by SUN Studio Sochi

Oil paintings
Oil paint brush strokes Imitation printed by SUN Studio 
Tver metal shutters



Projects

Printing on blinds and curtains

Spring flower
Flovers printed on vertical blinds «joint to joint» by SUN Studio Khabarovsk

Bounty island
Hot tropics printed on horizontal blinds by SUN Studio 
Tver
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The Parisians
With these roman blinds printed by SUN Studio Tver 
one could feel himself as a resident of the French 
capital! 



Projects

Printing on blinds and curtains

The proper name
Corporate order for printing on blinds performed by SUN Studio Khabarovsk

In the name of brand
Printing	on	blinds	for	office	branding	made	by	SUN	Studio	Khabarovsk
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Projects

Printing on blinds and curtains

Gastronomic paradise
SUN	Studio	Belgorod	has	a	big	project	on	cafe	design	with	print	on	film	rolled	on	varnished	chipboard

Earl lands
Print on vertical blinds made by SUN Studio Yaroslavl 
for	their	own	office
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Divine power
Blinds	decor	for	fitness	clubs	network	printed	by	SUN	
Studio Khabarovsk

Printing	on	film



Projects

Printing	on	film

Funny pictures
SUN	Studio	Irkutsk	printed	on	PVC	film	for	a	series	of	stands	and	signs	for	kindergarten
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Funny pictures
SUN	Studio	Irkutsk	printed	on	PVC	film	for	a	series	of	stands	and	signs	for	kindergarten



Projects

Printing	on	film

Lovely image
Canvas printed by SUN Studio Ulan Bator (Suncore) by the order famous Mongolian singer
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Printing on canvas

Chocolate cream
Another	delicious	photo	project	made	by	SUN	Studio	Belgorod.	Cafe	design	 is	made	by	printing	on	film	rolled	on	
varnished chipboard



Projects

Printing on canvas

Gothic
Image of the Gothic cathedral printed on canvas and pulled on the subframe by SUN Studio Chita

Streets of Venice
Large format canvas printed by SUN Studio Khabarovsk
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Projects

Printing on leather and leatherette

Day after day
Diaries covers design printed on leatherby SUN Studio Ulan Bator (Suncore)

Personal thing
UV-printing allows to make a regular leather phone case a truly personal thing. Work made by SUN Studio Stavropol
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Printing on fabric

From the cards
Images of bears from a well known cards series made on fabric bag by SUN Studio Dubai

Oriental motifs
The process of printing on woven fabrics by SUN Studio Dubai
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Projects

Printing on fabric

In the frame of color
SUN Studio Dubai printed on fabric by order of the corporate client

Lezghinka
Printing on awning fabric made by SUN Studio Sochi to decorate Caucasian cuisine cafe exterior
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Projects

Printing on fabric

All the world is a stage
Big project made by SUN Studio Novosibirsk of Alena Postnikova is print on fabric-thread of scenery design for one of 
the performances by Novosibirsk Opera and Ballet Theatre
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Projects

Printing on fabric

Art of makeup
Unusual order made by SUN Studio Khabarovsk is printing on special textured fabrics for the makeup and cosmetics 
workshops

Vive la France!
Yet another implementation of the  idea of Paris behind 
the window. Printing on mantle fabric the top of which 
is attached to the window with Velcro made by SUN 
Studio Tver
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Wishing many happy years to come!
Printing	 on	 the	 finest	 translucent	 fabric	 for	
honeymooners made by SUN Studio Khabarovsk



Projects

Printing on banner 

Under the holy patronage
SUN Studio Moscow (Print-Design) printed the image of the Irish saint on the banner. Printing is ordered by the of Irish 
Embassy in Moscow to celebrate St. Patrick’s Day

Fries and cola
By the words of the customer, advertisers never reach such printing quality that was reached by SUN Studio Khabarovsk 
for the network of cafes
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Projects

Print on souvenirs and things

Man of the Year
Crystal Award created by SUN Studio Sochi using advanced printing technology is the best gift for the elected

One True Thing
Printing on natural papyrus is the unique order made by SUN Studio Dubai that gives a new glance on the eternal 
values
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For Last
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Dear colleagues!

 Please contact with us to discuss and propose new themes:

International Women’s Day IQDEMY

	 Let	your	orders	and	profits	grow	steadily	thanks	to	our	joint	work!

Sincerely, IQDEMY Team

Catherine Koloteeva

PR Manager, IQDEMY
e.koloteeva@iqdemy.com
Skype:ekaterina.koloteeva_fc

 We sincerely hope that this issue was pleasant and helpful for you. We invite 
you to a professional conversation with each other, to a productive exchange of 
ideas and experience in the pages of the Cooperation.


